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In the world of Astrology, none compare to Georgia Nicols, the best selling author of "You and

Your Future", and a regular on television and radio across Canada. For over twenty years,

Georgia has published her Annual Forecasts on her website, and now they're available on your

Kindle.Georgia's 2022 Annual Forecasts begin by discussing how we are about to boost a

global fascination with spectacle, adventure, thrills, and controversy. She then takes a brief look

back into the past, giving us all context of where we have come from, so that she can then tell

us what lies ahead... friends, lovers, family, as well as a peek into the future.Monthly highlights

are also included, as well as information on Mercury Retrograde and how to take advantage of

the opportunity it provides to finish off and close out past work.
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Thane, “Truth is Truth. If you are drawn to these series of books, that is enough. Something is

different, even if you don't "get it" you got it! These books invite you to suspend every limiting

belief and wether you believe that what takes place in the pages and stories shared...what if?!

It matters not! Truth is Truth. Love Is. May you be inspired as I have over the 20+ years I have

read and reread these books, each time for the first time, as I Am a different person each time I

sit and read the inherent wisdom and Truths in these pages.”

poet1, “Heart, Mind,and Spirit. The author writes about his observation of an interesting

spiritual journey.These insights give a deeper perspective of belief.”

S.C., “Interesting. Liked this volume a lot. Very intriguing material to ponder. Like that the

chapters are concise.  Now, on to volume 4…”

N. Rolon, “Really surprised by these books. When I started reading these books, I never

expected to find the Hidden teachings of Jesús. I’m very caught by this. I thank and bless

everyone one .”

Cathy, “A Spiritual Resource. Did this really happen? I don't know but I can tell you this book as

well as the first two in the series give me much spiritual fodder to meditate and masticate. I

return to it often to remind me of certain spiritual principals.”

Beverly A Burrows, “Very enlightening!. This series was recommended to me by Dr. Joe

Dispenza. Very enlightening!”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Its a book for learning to open our minds!!. Me gusta la esencia del

mensaje. Muchas menciones de Jesus.En ningun libro antes habia leido sobre Jesus

mostrandose de forma tan clara a los hombres despues de lo que esta escrito en la Biblia.”

Taochi, “A must read. Excellent.. A must read to folow up Books 1 and 2 of this series. Just

clear your mind of preconceived ideas etc and let these words into your mind. If they connect,

great and if they don't, great.”

777SUSAN777, “brilliant. An amazing set of books - I bought volumes 1 and 2 and then

absolutely had to buy the rest of them.”

Ebook Tops Kunde, “Dass Buch ist frisch.....5 Sterne. Danke!. Hallo Amazon DEHiermitt

bedanke ich von meinem Herz fur Ihre Arbeit mir promt dass Buch in gutem Schick zuschicken!



Prosit Neu Jahr 2017!Binn sehr dankbar fur Ihre harte Arbeit dass Unternehmen Amazon so

viel Kvalitet zu schänken!....und mir Freude. :)Mit Schätzung. M”

The book by Baird T. Spalding has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 90 people have provided feedback.
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